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ABSTRACT

Transgender or Hijras are human being those who born with sexual deformation. They are considered as nor man nor women but the other third gender known as ‘Hijras’ in Indian-subcontinent. They have different societies that are lead by their leaders known as Guruma. They are strictly controlled by their gurumas and have very limited scope to enroll them in several activities without their permission. So frequently they are influenced by their gurumas to involve in criminal activities and sometimes they do that willingly for the other reasons. This study was an attempt to investigate the reasons for doing such criminal activities by them and to find the effects of such criminal activities in increasing crime rate in Bangladesh. To conduct this study a descriptive research design with qualititative study was applied. Most of the data was collected from secondary sources like-scholarly articles, newspapers, several online YouTube channels, FBI reports, Bangladesh Police Discipline Security Progress reports and so on. Few data was also collected from primary sources like- directly interviewing the transgender people who have sufficient knowledge about criminal activities that are occurring at present time in Bangladesh. In case of interviewing, purposive sampling method was used to select the transgender people as sample size. The study has found that a number of criminal activities are done by the transgender people in Bangladesh and there are some reasons behind it. If the respective authorities take some necessary steps to reduce the causes then the effects will be ultimately reduced. Finally the total scenario of crime situation in Bangladesh will be changed positively and it would be a good place to live in for all regardless their gender identity.
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INTRODUCTION:

A landmark decision has made by the Bangladesh government in November 11, 2013 through acknowledging the Hijras as third gender with the others two and this recognition secures their rights, enabling them to identify their gender as ‘Hijra’ in all government and non-government documents, including passports and others. This tremendous decision will allow them to identify their gender as ‘Hijra’ when their personal information needs to be furnished.

The cabinet secretary noted the community was “being denied their rights in various sectors, including education, health and housing because of being a marginal group (Ahmed, 2017). In Bangladesh, as third gender hijras have created a new identity of them. Their life leading style is totally different from...
others. There are dissimilarities between their livelihood and mainstream context of the society. They have limitations regarding culture, behavior and religious celebrations though they have gotten their recognition as third gender. So only official recognition is not enough for them to change the society but they need to give some scope to involve them in different activities that contribute to change the society as well as the country.

It is true that, Bangladesh is an emerging country in South-Asian context which continuing its GDP growth rate more than 7 percent indicates its overall development in all aspects but we can’t ignore that at the same time the crime rate is also increasing. It will clear to us when we see the news reports from the various sources like- Radio, TV and Newspapers, etc (Parvez et al., 2019). The crime or offensive activities are intensified when we see that our marginalized people like- hijra community is also involving such criminal or offensive activities by using their parading effeminacy. Since they are different for their behaviors from the mainstream society, so they try to use their behaviors as their weapons’ to do such criminal activities. But the surprising fact is that maximum time they are not doing such activities willingly but by pressure from gurus or others who are controlling them and get benefitted by their criminal activities. By doing such offensive activities they are paralyzing the economy and social strength of the country but uplifting the rank of the country in world crime index records. That is why, if the reasons can be identified properly and take necessary steps to stop doing such criminal activities then the society will be changed with stabilizing the marginalized group of people and finally the world would be a good place to live in peacefully (Hossain et al., 2019).

Primarily, this study was an attempt to investigate the articles and reports regarding criminal activities by the transgender people and their bosses to seek the answer of the questions that, what are the effects of the subversive use of parading effeminacy by transgender people in increasing crime rate in Bangladesh? Secondly, the study was to find the reasons behind their involvement in such criminal activities that is why the respective authorities can take proper steps to mitigate the problems to change the society.

Background of the Study:
Transgender is a case of mystery not only in this country but all over the world. The transgender people in Bangladesh are commonly known as ‘Hijra’. From the very beginning of the history they are leading a different life, differentiated from the common people. They might have left their family and went with the other transgender people leaving behind their all possessions, rights, expectations to have a normal life. But when they enter into a new society that is different from the normal society they are being frustrated and feel discomfort to lead a normal life. As a result they are usually involved in various criminal or offensive activities like- prostitution, drug addiction, drug trafficking, fraud, black marketing, extortion and various others. The researcher thought these sorts of offensive activities instigate the crime rate in Bangladesh when the rank of Bangladesh is 12th in the world Crime Index for 2019 report (Crime Index, 2019). In order to explore that issue this research has been formed. This study is very important in the perspective of our country as to find the contemporary picture of transgender people in other countries.

Research Questions:
It is said that, Bangladesh is an emerging country in South-Asian region which growing very rapidly with all political/legal, social, technological or economical aspects. Here, the gender discrimination rate is also decreasing very rapidly. At present all are being considered equal regardless their gender identity even though they are Transgender or Hijra people. Now they are being involved in different social and economic activities. But the question is that, they are being involved only such social and economic activities or they are also being involved in such criminal or offensive activities that are so harmful for the society? This study was attempts to find the truth of the statement and get the suggestions how the problems can be mitigate to safe the society.

Objective of the Study:
There are several works have been done on the two specific issues like- Transgender in Bangladesh and
Crime Rate in Bangladesh but a very little on the two issues combined towards Bangladesh perspective. The main objective of the study is to explore the effects of the subversive use of parading effeminacy by transgender people in increasing crime rate in Bangladesh by considering several investigating crime reports that are recorded. The partial objective of the study is to find the reasons behind their involvement in such criminal activities that is why the respective authorities can take proper steps to mitigate the problems to change the society.

**Literature Review:**

The study reviews several theories related to the topics as well as empirical evidence from the different newspapers, periodicals, online news portals, research papers and publications captured herewith.

**a. Theoretical Review:** This section basically focused on theories that anchor the study in terms of variables.

**Transgender**

In our daily life we face various persons. Some of them seem to us surprising looking. They are neither man nor women in nature but they are the human being. In society they are popularly known as Transgender and in Indian subcontinent they are so called ‘Hijra’ people. Transgender people have a gender identity or gender expression that differs from their assigned sex (Altilio & Otis-Green, 2011).

*Transgender* - often shortened as *trans* - is also an umbrella term that includes people whose gender identity is the opposite of their assigned sex (trans men and trans women), it may include people who are not exclusively masculine or feminine (people who are non-binary or gender queer, including bigender, pangender, gender fluid, or agender) (Forsyth & Copes, 2014).

**Transgender in Bangladesh**

At present the cultural status of Hijras is now recognized as a specialist category ‘third gender’ on Bangladeshi national voters list by the government officials. Previously, the *hijra* community allowed applying their voting rights by signing up as men or women as a result many of them were not motivated and avoided doing so because they did not feel adequately represented. With the passes of time now transgender people can register to vote using their own identity as a *hijra* (Wallen, 2019). As per the government estimates there are around 10,000 *hijras* in Bangladesh although the other organizations those are working with hijras like- Bandhan Hijra Songha, a transgender rights group, etc. saying their number could be around 100,000.

**Crime**

Simply a crime is an unlawful act that is punishable by a state or other authority (Oxford English dictionary, 2009). The term "crime" does not, in modern criminal law, have any simple and globally accepted definition though statutory definitions have been provided for certain purposes. The most popular view about crime is that it is a category originated by law; in other words, something is a crime if declared as such by the relevant and applicable law (Farmer, 2008). One proposed definition is that a crime or offence (or criminal offence) is an act that is harmful not only to some individuals but also to a community, society, or the state or the country (a public wrong). Such criminal acts are forbidden and punishable by law (Elizabeth, 2003).

**Hate Crime**

A hate crime is defined as "any criminal or offensive activities which is perceived by the victim or any other person, to be influenced by a hostility or prejudice" based on one of five categories: religion, faith or belief; race, ethnicity or nationality; sexual orientation; disability; or gender identity. Presently transgender hate crimes recorded by police go up to 81% (BBC NEWS, 2019).

**Crime in Bangladesh**

Crime in Bangladesh is present in various forms like Drug trafficking, money laundering, political violence, Extortion, Contract killing, Fraud, Human trafficking, Robbery, Corruption, Black marketing, Terrorism and Abduction among others (Wikipedia, 2019). Though the crime rate in all over the world is increasing but in case of Bangladesh it is little bit more. As per the
In spite of legal, social, psychological and penal measures have taken for combating crime; the problem still persists in alarming rate. With the passes of time, new ways of crimes are coming up and the traditional ways of crimes are vanishing fast. The advancement in knowledge of human behavior and growth of commerce and industries has brought in their wake new complexities in life. These sorts of complexities accounted for the rising incidence of criminality. It is therefore apparent that crime. There is no reason to be upset with the present increase in crime rate. Nor should it create a misleading impression that the penal programmers have totally failed or proved ineffective. It must be stated that criminality in Bangladesh is going up but still less than in many other countries of the world and it is high time to control over such criminal activities. To do this there are no options but to retain the virtues of the mutual respect, tolerance and coexistence through its several social institutions like- parental control, familial relation, religion, etc (Shaakir, 2016).

b. Empirical Review:

This section highlights key readings relevant to the study. In Bangladesh Transgender community has been a part of our social system for a long time. Still their livelihoods are prorated into two major livelihoods. First one is the traditional system like- collect money from the people, shops and markets. And the other one is very few marginal jobs in the economic system. There are a very few transgender people are established. The reasons behind this situation are not unknown. There is a social constructed idea that these transgender people are only capable of doing such activities like- singing, dancing and collecting money. Even when they are capable of doing something else better than only collecting money or the other two, most of the time they are ignored from to take the opportunity. As a result they are being frustrated and trying their best do something else they have the easy access like- prostitution, drug addiction, drug trafficking, fraud, black marketing, extortion and various other various criminal activities (Orthy, 2018). The findings are consistent with other studies among MSM in India that have shown a high prevalence of depression or frustration (Logie et al., 2012), sexual harassment and violence (Newman et al., 2008), and alcohol use (Yadav et al., 2014).

Internationally, methamphetamine use is prevalent among males who have sex interest with males (MSM) and transgender women (hijra), with studies showing its association with risky sexual behaviors leading to HIV transmission that raises the crime rate as they give up their hope for the future (Khan et al., 2018). Transgender (or Trans) men have a male gender identity that does not conform to the female sex declared at birth. There is a dearth of information on the experience of such men in Bangladesh. Many of the Trans men Human Rights Watch initially reached out to choose not to be interviewed because of security concerns and those were interviewed requested anonymity. The researchers have used pseudonyms and withheld information about the ages and the exact locations of the interviews (HRW, 2018).

A study from the Naz Foundation International (NFI) reports on the high levels of sexual violence, marginalization and stigma experienced by males who have sex interest with males (MSM) in India and Bangladesh. The report finds that the primary cause of this violence is cultural gender norms rather than sexual identity, since those MSM who identify as Kothi (feminine men) are most at risk. Stigmatization reduces the educational and other opportunities available to feminine MSM and the resulting poverty leaves some MSM dependent on sex work and vulnerable to abuse and HIV infection. The study also reports that this group experiences high levels of discrimination in accessing services, and high levels of harassment, including sexual violence and abasement from the police (Khan et al., 2005).

Interestingly, homosexuality was usually associated in colonial discourse with the “martial races”, not with “effeminate” Bengalis. Yet the colonizers perceived the figure of the hijras as effeminate, sexually “deviant” and “impotent” as a figure of failed masculinity (Hinchy, 2014).
In order to better understand the critical implications of drag in issues of political and social resistance, one need to review gender and gendering as intellectual sites where the power dynamic of male/female, straight/gay, superior/inferior, original/duplicate is at work. In other words, all contemporary gender relationships are hegemonically structured around the possession of power. A part from the play and performance that one links to drag, we must also relocate drag in a broader context of the power problematic. I believe that at a non-complex level, drag relies heavily on the ability to shock and scandalize.

The techniques for resisting pre-given identity limits used by drag queens mostly consist of an exaggeration and a deliberate overplay of the “feminine.” This can certainly be read as an instrument of “male” power so that men can pose as, and seemingly be, certainly be read as an instrument of and a deliberate overplay of the feminine. I believe that at a non-complex level, drag relies heavily on the ability to shock and scandalize.

In Bangladesh, there are a number of groups those who are involved in different criminal activities like they are forcefully converting man into hijras those who have female appearance in male body and financially insolvent. As a result they are not real hijra by birth but transplanted by some greedy people in the society those who are remain in dark side and doing their illegal business to fulfill their bad intention (Khatun, 2017). Most of the hijras are living on their day to day earnings from the market or houses what is known as ‘tola’ and to collect this sort of earnings they are using their parading effeminacy that seems to others as crime (Mishu, 2015). Many of the hijras are not real but they are continuing their illegal collection like as hijras in the city that raises crime rate in Bangladesh. As it is easy to earn money with less effort, so many frauds are interested to be involved in such criminal activities especially those who are playing role as Gurumas in Dhaka city (Talash Crime Hijra Episode, 2016).
METHODOLOGY:
The study has applied descriptive research design with qualitative study. Most of the data was collected from secondary sources like scholarly articles, newspapers, several online YouTube channels, FBI reports, Bangladesh Police Discipline Security Progress reports and so on.

Few data was also collected from primary sources like directly interviewing the transgender people who have sufficient knowledge about criminal activities that are occurring at present time in Bangladesh. In case of interviewing, purposive sampling method was used to select the transgender people as sample size.

FINFINDINGS AND DISCUSSION:

After reviewing and analyzing the relevant literature of the study the researchers have divided the discussion and findings part into three main categories. Firstly, what are the criminal activities done by the transgender people in Bangladesh? Secondly, what are the reasons behind their involvement in such criminal activities? Thirdly, what are the consequences or effects of such criminal or offensive activities in increasing crime rate in Bangladesh?

1. Criminal activities done by the transgender people (Hijras) in Bangladesh

According to Bangladesh Police there are mainly two types of crimes occurred by the people like heinous and non-heinous crimes. Both types have many subtypes but all the criminal activities are not done by the transgender or hijra people in Bangladesh. From the previous study of relevant literature, interviewing some transgender people and investigating crime reports it can be easily made a chart of criminal activities that are done by the hijras or they are involved in Bangladesh. They are the followings:

- Mass disturbs
- Disorganized behave to common people to give them money as ‘tola’
- Sexual crime
- Breaking of drug related law

2. The reasons behind their involvement in such criminal activities

Crime can be defined in many ways. Different societies may also choose to define crimes in different way. However, in general crime can be defined simply as the breach of laws or ordinances that are imposed by the ruling authority of the state or country. There are many reasons for committing crimes and various studies are conducted all over the world to understand and bring down criminal activities. It is a constant endeavor of governments and policing organizations all over the world to bring down crime rates so that the world becomes a safer place to live in (Shaakir, 2016). Bangladesh is not an exception in case of committing crime; here the various groups are involved in criminal activities and transgender people or hijras are the group of people among whose many of them are involved in various criminal activities. But the fact is that there are some reasons behind their criminal or offensive activities. On the basis of findings from various literatures relevant to the study the researchers have found some possible reasons that are closely related to their criminal activities in Bangladesh. They are discussed in the following way:

- Lack of Employment Opportunity:
  In Bangladesh still now there are no specific fields for transgender people to be employed. A step was taken to employ them in Traffic police sector but not yet implemented. The other sectors ignoring to get them as employees. Though at present some of the institution are coming forefront to enroll them in several jobs but these are enough for them. Since they are human being they need money to
support their day to day expenses. As a result they are involving in several criminal activities as they get soon as their demand to sustain in the society or communities.

- **Poverty:** Poverty is a great problem for Bangladeshi people. Most of the people live in hand to mouth. They have no sufficient wealth to meet up their basic needs. As for this they are involving several criminal activities and Transgender people or hijras are not the exception.

- **Parental and Social Relations:** Transgender people or hijras are exploited in the family and society. They are neglected by their parents also though they are the children of their parents. When the behaviors of such transgender people are disclosed they become to lose their expectation from their family or society. Parents feel embarrass to identify them as their children in the society. As a result they are throughout from their home and need to search a new world where they feel comfort. This sort of relation pushes them to involve in criminal activities.

- **Influences of Guruma have to hold their position:** When the transgender people come out from their family they get help or support from the gurumas of various transgender groups. Since they live in a different community they need to obey the bosses (Guruma) in their communities. The gurumas try to control them by imposing various rules on them to hold their position in the community. These sorts of influences sometimes instigate them to involve in criminal activities.

- **Racism:** Transgender people are greatly faced racism in the society. When they see they are not getting equal rights as of others enjoying they are being frustrated and get involved in several criminal activities those are harmful for the society.

- **Lack of Education:** Our education system is not out of the framework of our social system. As a result transgender people get embarrassed by others in the educational institution and maximum time they give up their hope to be educated. Since they are not educated enough they can’t try for a good job and remain poor. This system occurs simultaneously and that is why to come back from the situation they are mostly involved in several criminal activities.

- **Sexual Needs:** Most of the case in our country transgender people involved in prostitution and it is offensive by laws in Bangladesh. Since transgender people are not male or female but the other that is why they can’t enjoy a happy married life like us though they have some sex oriented physiological needs. And to meet up their physical demands they are involving such criminal activities like prostitution that meet up their both demands (physical and financial). Many of the transgender people feel prostitution better than beg alms as they are using their body to earn something that is prestigious than to get help from the others.

- **Depression and other social and mental disorders:** From the various study it is clear that the mental state of transgender people is not stable as normal human being. Most of the times they feel shy as for their physical and mental condition that instigate them to be more depressed. These accumulate depression encourage them to be drug addicted and alcoholic and final in criminal or offensive activities.
Drugs and Alcohol: When someone is addicted to drugs and alcohol he/she has no common sense to apply their good feelings. They become arrogant and they don’t feel they are doing such offensive or criminal activities.

Cross border linkage: From the study researchers have confirmed that many of the transgender people have no passport but they are maintaining cross border linkage with Indian or other countries transgender people. They go outside of the country without any passport but using their parading effeminacy to cross the border to save money that is illegal by laws in our country.

Others: Sometime the other causes may influence them to be involved in criminal activities like- internal conflict among the group members, political conflict, heredity wealth conflicts among brothers and sisters, unfair rulings by the superiors or gurumas, etc.

3. The consequences or effects of such criminal activities in increasing crime rate in Bangladesh

Bangladesh is a peace loving country. Everybody here wants to live in peace. But recent time its status is changing for several criminal activities around the country. The researcher’s hypothecation is that there is a relationship between the changing crime situation and the parading effeminacy of transgender people in Bangladesh. Crime has great impacts on all aspects of people’s life. It hampers the general life of people in the society as it is a major part of every society. Its costs and effects just touch everyone to some extent. The costs and effects are widely various types. In addition, some costs are short-term while others lasted for a lifetime. Of course the ultimate cost is the loss of life. Other costs to victims can be included as property losses, medical costs and loss of income. Since the relevant study (scholarly articles, newspapers, several online YouTube channels, FBI reports, Bangladesh Police Discipline Security Progress reports and so on) indicates that the transgender or hijras in Bangladesh are involved in several criminal activities that raises the level of crime rate in world crime index record book. The major consequences or effects of such criminal activities by the transgender people in Bangladesh are pointed as below:

Increasing overall Crime rate: According to FBI crime reports 2018 in America 57.5% were influenced by a race/ethnicity/ancestry bias, 20.2% were motivated by religious bias, 17% were influenced by sexual-orientation bias, 2.4% were influenced by gender-identity bias, 2.3% were influenced by disability bias and 0.7% were influenced by gender bias (Donaghue, 2019). Bangladesh is not an exception. The same scenario existing here. Day by day the rate of crime is being increased and for this increasing crime rate transgender people have a great involvement. If it is not possible to stop doing such criminal activities then the situation will go out of range to control.

Collapse Law and Order Situation in the country: transgender people are also part and parcel of our society and they are also bound to obey the law and order imposed by the state. But if they become arrogant and get involved in various criminal activities then the entire law and order situation of the country will collapse.

Increased Social Imbalances': Almighty Allah create all beings in the world in balanced way. So, if any abnormal situation is occurred by the marginalized group of people for their unwanted behaviors then the social
imbalance will increase and the world will be a dark place to live in.

- **Increasing Political Corruption and Instability:** If the transgender people becoming more engaged in criminal activities then the political leaders in this country will try to use them for their own benefits that will finally increase the political corruption and instability of the country.

- **Increased Familial Disorder when Decreased Family Status:** If the transgender member of the family engaged in such criminal activities then it will increase familial disorder and decrease the status of the family in the society.

4. **CONCLUSION:**

The transgender or hijra subculture remains one of the most marginalized and violated minority groups in Bangladesh. Though, with recent legislative decision in Bangladesh, the group has gained their legal recognition as third gender in various government or non-government official records or documents. The transgender people are now allowed to conform in any formal and official documents within the nation, listed ‘hijra’ as their gender (Stenqvist, 2015). The only official recognition is not enough for them to change their state of condition if we are able to change their socio economic condition. Still now the government has negligence to establish a secured rule for them in their community or society. They have no secured job they can continue. From all aspects in the society they are neglected and they are not treated as same as others. As it is continuing for longer period then all endeavors will not effective for the change of life and socio economic condition. As a result their involvement in such criminal activities will difficult to stop in the country and finally the overall crime rate will go high.

The word ‘hijra’ often used to indicate the transgender people is a social construct not a biological construct (Jahan, 2016). So we have to think that they are also human being with different category. They need more emphasis to build social and familial relationship with others in the family or society. They need more scope to educate them to be efficient and competent enough to beat the challenges they are facing their day to day life. If it is possible to give them proper education and financial security at their old age time they will feel confident and will encourage to involve in social activities rather than criminal or offensive activities. Finally, the society as well as the country they are involved with will be a good place to live in peace.
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